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INTRODUCTION

Become an owner of high-yield assets around the world in
minutes
Users instantly receive monthly rental income, and their
respective capital gains by investing in the properties they prefer. The properties are tokenized on the
blockchain.
The platform is easy to use, and instantaneous.
- TOKEN PRICE is set at $0.20 at launch
- HIGH RETURN on investment above
the average traditional real estate
investment
- REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT by
Swinca and its partners
- 350,000 INVESTED by the founders
and 500,000 in fundraising
- RECOGNIZED PARTNERS
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Token Symbol : SWI
Website: https://swincacoin.com
Total tokens : 400 000 000 SWI
Token price at ICO $0,05 - $0,20
Soft cap $2,000,000 (pre-sale)
$10,000,000 (public sale)
Hard cap $6,000,000 (pre-sale)
$56,000,000
(Public sale)
Payment Methods : BTC, ETH, LTC,
USDT, BNB and BUSD
Minimum purchase : 51$

STATE OF AFFAIRS
Real estate investment is considered a safe and attractive investment that
generates high returns with moderate risks.
But many limitations and barriers to entry remain.Thus, owning a property is not as accessible and easy as it
should be.

• Transactions (purchases, sales, exchanges) are tedious and costly
- A large number of intermediaries and costs limit investment opportunities
- Fractional investment does not exist and minimum requirements are too high
- Foreign and/or trading/high profit properties are difficult to access
- Rarely possible to manage a portfolio of dozens of properties without going through
a manager and increasing costs.
- Unfair and inefficient monopolies (notaries, brokers, administrations)
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EXISTING SOLUTIONS
Real estate crowdfunding platforms are the only solutions available on the market.
They offer the possibility to invest in a fractional way, to get dividends on the rents and capital
gains on the properties.
But we consider these platforms as "hybrid" solutions giving access to a right of
"co-ownership" and therefore according to us, they do not in any way provide the possibility
to invest in a fractional way.
In the last few years, these platforms have opened up the crowdfunding market and made
people aware of the potential of fractional investment and the strength of a liquid real estate
market.
However, they remain very limited in their investment choices, despite their strengths, they
require a fairly high minimum investment, and the shares purchased must be held for a certain period of time, which makes transactions between owners tedious and costly. Therefore,
not everyone an has easy access to real estate investments. Particularly when it comes to the
properties that offer the best returns, small investors are left out of these types of investments meanwhile they could make the market liquid.
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SWINCA VISION
Tokenizing real estate worldwide is one of the major
concrete applications of applications of blockchain.
We believe that this opportunity is quite large for us and
us and other players in the market. Any investor can exchange investment shares instantly, thus we bring liquidity
to the real estate market allowing for instantaneous real
estate transactions, at lower costs and higher profitability.
These transactions are fully transparent, secure and
recorded on the blockchain, which means that
investors now have the ability to make informed decisions, with open access to decisions, with open access to
the performance of each property (such as occupancy
occupancy rates, number of past transactions, rates of
return, appreciation rates of return, appreciation, etc.).
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SWINCA VISION
Our goal is to provide worldwide access to real estate
investment.
They can choose the number of shares of participation
they wish to obtain from an apartment, a house, an office, a
piece of land, etc... By investing, they build their own real
estate portfolio and can manage it as they want.
We expect better returns than most competitors in the in
the real estate industry.
The current solutions do not use blockchain for their real
estate, which significantly reduces profits and opportunities.
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THE CONCEPT
Swinca's mission is to allow anyone to become a landlord by offering the possibility
to invest instantly in real estate worldwide. around the world.
Through the tokenization of real estate located around the
world, Swinca allows anyone to create and manage a real
estate portfolio by investing in the properties offered on its
platform Swinca.com.
Investors receive their share of the rents, as well as the respective capital gains of their investments.
Properties are tokenized through smart contracts on the
Binance Smart Chain. The Swinca platform is easy to use,
and requires no minimum investment. We take care of the
management of the properties, once the investors distribute
their investments to the properties of their choice, they
receive instantly and automatically the ownership of their
assets and the respective gains of the rent losses and capital
gains. The profits generated by the monthly rentals of the
tenants and the capital gains of the properties are redistributed to the investors every month.
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THE CONCEPT
To support its operational activities, SWINCA collects
various sources of revenue, more details in the "revenue sources" section. Its main income
is based on profits generated from rentals and capital
gains by charging a 10% fee on the benefits. It is therefore in Swinca's interest to carefully research, analyze and negotiate the best terms and conditions
when buying properties offered on its platform.
Investors participating in the ICO will benefit from the
Priority Investor Pass, as long as they invest a minimum of $5000 in the ICO. This pass gives access to
premium features (including a bank account and
Swinca bank card to interact, pay, trade, BAT and/or
crypto-currency see PIP section for more details)
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EXPLORE THE INVESTMENTS
OFFERED ON SWINCACOIN.COM
Swinca team and its partners search, analyze and negotiate the best investment
deals all over the world.
The properties offered are varied, such as villas, apartments, offices, all over the
world such as Dubai, Bali, Croatia, Portugal, etc. (more details in the section "Swinca's real estate investment strategy")
Investors create their own portfolios of properties with different levels of risks and
returns.

02

CHOOSE YOUR
PROPERTIES
Investors choose the properties they want to invest in.
They can buy shares of properties directly with traditional FIAT currencies but,
they would have a better rate using our Swinca tokens (SWI or NCA)
(more details in the "Tokenomics" section)
Investors can easily and instantly withdraw and/or exchange their allocations.
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RECEIVE MONTHLY INCOME
FROM RENTALS AND CAPITAL GAINS

Every month, investors receive their rental income payments on the properties
managed by Swinca. Each time an investor wishes to sell some of their units, they
get back the current value of the property.
If there are capital gains/losses he receives his principal investment with the payment of the capital gains/losses.
Swinca selects properties with high earning potential, but the profitability is
strongly linked to the real estate market, so it is possible that investors expose
themselves to a potential risk if the value of the property decreases.
Swinca has insurance to compensate for such losses
(more details in the Swinca insurance section).

COLLECTION OF PROFITS

Investors are free to decide how they receive their income, Swinca offers two
tokens. $SWI & $NCA, the SWI token represents the whole Swinca company and
its price is volatile.
The NCA Token represents the shares of properties whose price is stable, fixed at
$1 (more details in the Tokens section). To resume, the SWI token has a strong
growth potential but represents more risk.
The NCA is more stable and represents only the shares of apartments and their
returns.
We have set up this system to satisfy all types of investors.
We encourage to use both tokens in order to optimize the returns while minimizing the risks. You have the possibility to exchange tokens instantly for traditional
currencies.

05
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PERCEIVED BENEFITS
Once the profits are received, you are free to reinvest them, withdraw them, or
exchange them for other cryptos and/or FIAT but you also have the possibility to use
your Tokens thanks to SWINCA BANK. Which offers a credit card that they can use
for real and online purchases.
Reinvesting in the platform unlocks bonuses, and gives access to premium features.
(more details in "Investor Priority Pass")

REVENUE SOURCES
10% FEE ON RENTAL INCOME AND CAPITAL GAINS
Swinca (Smart Win Capital LTD) generates income as well as its investors.
Swinca charges a 10% fee on investor's profits.
REDEMPTION / RESALE OF TOKENS
Each time an investor invests in new properties, Swinca buys SWI tokens directly on the exchanges (more information in the SWI token price).
These tokens are locked for a certain period of time, when they are
unlocked a part of these tokens are resold to Swinca.
MEMBERSHIP OF THE PRIORITY INVESTOR PASS
After the ICO, investors who want to subscribe to the pass must pay a monthly subscription fee,
payable in SWI tokens in order to access the benefits of the Priority Investor Pass.
PROFESSIONAL SUBSCRIPTION
Professionals who wish to sell or rent their goods using the
Swinca platform will benefit from a specific membership.
SWINCA BANK
Swinca has a banking license and can offer a wide range of financial products and
financial services to its customers
OTHER SOURCES OF INCOME
Swinca may receive additional sources of revenue from
brokerage services, business and leisure transactions and rentals.
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BENEFITS
1. High yields
2. Monthly passive income
3. Investing with low amounts
4. Invest in real estate anywhere in the world
5. Manage a diversified portfolio
6. Costs are minimized thanks to the platform's tokens
7. No intermediaries
8. Secure thanks to the blockchain
9. Transparency of property information
10. Easy collection of monthly income in cryptos and/or SWINCA FIAT
11. Management of properties by Swinca
12. Swinca researches, analyzes, negotiates, selects and manages properties
13. SWI token price naturally increases with Swinca
14. An experienced team in the real estate field
15. The perfect moment for real estate tokenization (COVID).
16. Common goals between investors and Swinca
17. Bank license to manage cryptos and Fiat
18. Bank card included to withdraw, spend, exchange, transfer
19. Financial insurance for potential losses
20. 1 coin and 1 token to balance risks and returns
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SWINCA'S STRATEGY
Swinca is looking for the best investment opportunities around the world.
After analyzing the attractiveness of the investments, Swinca's team and its partners select the best properties.
Once the selection is made, Swinca negotiates the terms and conditions and proceeds with the acquisition of the
properties.
Swinca also takes care of the legal, contractual, insurance, and rental management aspects with the support of its
local partners. The properties are then added to the platform and tokenized for the investors.
Types of properties : Swinca's objective is to offer a wide range of investments, including all kinds of properties
such as primary residences, secondary residences, professional and/or personal rental investments.
Swinca also proposes prestigious real estate, leisure properties, professional offices etc...
Even datacenters or service residences.
The selection process : We evaluate the potential of
each property.
These properties must pass a number of criteria before
being added to our analysis list.
Management costs : Partner rental agencies and real
estate agents (cost of approximately 4% to 7% depending on location)
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THE PRIORITY INVESTOR PASS

The Priority Investor Pass is a premium feature of the Swinca platform.
Any investor who invested a minimum of $5000 of SWI during the ICO will automatically get it.
The benefits of the Priority Investor Pass.
- Access to the best investment offers (quality, performance, return)
- No fees or limits on withdrawals or spending
- Free Swinca bank account and free mastercard
- Free exchange rate between FIAT and cryptos
- 5% bonus on capital gains
- No deposit required to participate in an investment

SWINCA FINANCIAL INSURANCE
Swinca has created a reserve that will be used as an insurance fund.
This insurance is set up to compensate for any potential financial losses
that may happen in connection with Swinca's real estate investments.
Imagine that there's no tenant, the rent is not paid. An incident occurs or
the value of the property decreases in value ?
Initially, 5% of the funds raised during the ICO are placed in this reserve.
In a second phase, as Swinca grows, the reserve will grow with it.
When a new asset is added, (≈ 10%) of its value is placed in the reserve.
This insurance reserve grows in parallel with the pIatform
(More details in the price part of the token).
Investors can get the priority investor pass after the ICO by stacking
75,000 SWI for 6 months.
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SWINCA BANK
Swinca Bank allows investors to pay and exchange directly their cryptos.
Offering all the services of a neo-bank, Swinca Bank helps you to manage fiat currency and crypto-currency under the
same account.
Investing in blockchain and related projects is trendy, however, there are still many sticking points and difficulties with
traditional banking solutions, especially in the crypto-currency investment cycle.
Traditional banks do not offer what crypto investors are looking for, therefore a growing number of people are looking
for alternative banking solutions.
With this in mind, Swinca created Swinca Bank which with its leading position in blockchain technology offers an innovative experience, a system that is easy to use, participatory
and designed by crypto investors for crypto investors.
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BANK FUNCTIONALITY
A bank account with an IBAN for currencies, the possibility to make SEPA, BIC/SWIFT transfers and
international payments with a debit card (Mastercard).
Swinca bank also offers insurance of financial guarantees, cash management , fund management,
control and savings account, online banking (web and mobile), global investment transfer
and a digital wallet for SWI, NCA and other cryptos.
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BANK ADVANTAGES
Swinca Bank manages property lease payments using the blockchain to automatically redistribute the respective
allocations to investors, to their Swinca account in fiat and/or Cryptos.
Investors can then instantly exchange, transfer, withdraw and pay with
all crypto and/or FIAT currencies. Swinca Bank offers the same advantages than neo-banks with the possibility of
having a digital portfolio including all services and currency exchanges all-in-one under a single account.
The objective is to allow all crypto holders to store their Cryptos (including SWI and NCA) in a digital wallet to easily
exchange them for traditional currencies.
Swinca investors can choose to receive their rental payments and real estate gains in SWI and/or NCA tokens
directly to their crypto bank accounts.
In addition to better currency management, this feature using a payment card allows to customers to use all currencies for daily online and offline needs.
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STRUCTURE AND CONFIGURATION
Swinca Bank holds a banking license in Estonia and is accompanied by banking experts taking care of AML,
KYC, and E-payment control.
Swinca company is divided into two parts :
Firstly the London based structure (Smart Win Capital LTD) and then, the Mauritius based structure.
The structure (Smart Win Capital LTD) based in London allows us to play a role of intermediary and give
advice in strategy, it will also be in charge of all the activities of real estate management and development of
the Swinca.com platform.
In order to offer various financial services (including asset management, investment and payment processing) a multi-jurisdictional group of entities is set up.
The Estonian company represents a legal presence in one of the most respected juridictions in the world,
beyond the legal capacity to offer financial services to clients worldwide, and to manage an electronic wallet
supporting crypto-currency and allows to convert it to FIAT.
Swinca Bank also has a company in Mauritius that acts as a partner of the company in Estonia (see below).
The Swinca structure located in Mauritius plays a role of an investment fund.
The advantages are multiple. Beyond benefiting from a very advantageous taxation, the investment fund in
Mauritius has an option called "PCC" (Protected Cell Company) which is a legal structure that allows us to
separate the investments made within the fund in different independent cells, autonomous as in the diagram
below.
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SMART WIN CAPITAL LTD
PPC MAURITIUS
ESTONIAN PRIVATE LIMITED
COMPANY

SMART WIN CAPITAL LTD

COMPLIANT AML/CFT
E-WALLET AND EXCHANGE
RELATED SERVICES FOR TRADING/CONVERSION
FIAT & CRYPTO ONLINE
BANKING & CARD SERVICES

20-22 WENLOCK ROAD LONDON

SWINCA BANK

SWINCA.COM
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INITIAL COIN OFFERING (ICO)
Swinca undertakes an ICO open to individual and institutional investors
to participate in the Swinca project. The following section contains the main
informations about the structure of it.
- Token symbol : SWI
- Website : http://swincacoin.com
- Total Token Offer : 400 000 000
- Token Price : $0.05 - $0.25
- Soft cap : $2.000.000 $4.000.000
- Hard cap : $4.000.000 $10.000.000
- Payment method : BTC, ETH, USDT, BNB
- Minimum purchase volume : $51
- Maximum purchase volume : No maximum
- ICO Date : January 10, 2022
- Public sale date : March 6, 2022
- Distribution date : May 5, 2022
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DETAILS OF PARTICIPATION
The token sale will be composed of: Private Sale, Pre-Sale, and Public Sale.
SWI price is progressive ($0.02 per round).
- Pre-Sale: token set at $0.10 limit of 20M SWI ($2M to $6M).
- Public Sale: starts at $0.05 and ends at $0.25.
More information on deadlines, discounts, KYC procedures, restricted countries and payment
countries and payment methods accepted, will be available on the SWINCA website which will be
up and running once the public sale has begun.
Tokens will be issued after registration on at least one of the main exchanges.
(No later than the end of the second Quarter of 2022).
To further fund its development, SWINCA may from time to time use its reserve to
offer additional SWI sales.
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TOKEN ALLOCATION AND DISTRIBUTION
The total supply is 400,000,000 SWI, the supply is distributed according to our distribution policy
detailed in the table and the diagram.

5%

15%
80%

INVESTORS PRE-ICO AND ICO

DEVELOPPEMENT FUND

SWIN COINS
PRICE PRE-SALE
400 000 000,00
$0,05

ALLOCATION

FOUNDING TEAM
PRICE ICO
$0,05 - 0,20

5%

20 000 000

$ 1 000 000

$ 1 000 000 - 4 000 000

DEVELOPEMENT FUND 15 %

60 000 000

$ 3 000 000

$ 3 000 000 - 12 000 000

PRIVATE SALE + ICO

320 000 000

$ 16 000 000 $ 16 000 000 - 46 000 000

FOUNDING TEAM
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80 %

UNSOLD TOKENS
Unsold tokens will be held in the SWINCA pool. They will be used for new investors who wants to
invest after the ICO. They will be available at a better rate than on the exchange platforms (5%) butthey will be vested for a certain period of time. These tokens will be released sparingly depending
on market conditions and the evolution of the price.These tokens will act as a price stabilizer.
The SWI tokens in reserve can also be used be used for other purposes such as loyalty reward programs, marketing activities and and other future services. They can also be purchased live through
an API connected to the exchanges. SWI in reserve are locked for 10 years, unlocked gradually.

20%

Additional
discount (%)

10%
5%
0%

24 MONTHS
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12MONTHS

6 MONTHS

Lock-up Period

NO LOCK-UP

USE OF FUNDS
Swinca Bank Reserve
Swinca will use 10% of the funds raised as a reserve.
This reserve will be used to redeem SWI Coin when investors
wish to resell their tokens in traditional currency without forcing
Swinca to resell the properties.
The funds will also be used in the banking service for investors
with the Priority Investor Pass to spend their coins with their
bank cards.
The bank reserve will be used to pay the merchant in traditional currency.

Property Purchases 60%

Swinca will use 60% of the amount raised at the ICO to
purchase other properties that will then be offered on the
Swinca platform (More details on the type of properties in
Swinca's investment strategy release).
Platform development (50%)
Marketing (45%)
Office, Furniture, Operating Costs (5%)

15%

25%

60%

BUY PROPERTIES

5%

OPERATIONAL EXPENSES
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SWINCA BANK RESERVE

50%

45%

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

MARKETING

OFFICE, FUMITURES, OPEARATION COST

BUSINESS MODEL
10% commission on rental income and capital gains

Swinca (Smart Win Capital LTD) generates revenue in the same way that users/investors generate their own income.
Swinca takes a 10% commission on investors' profits.

5% SWI Buyback

Swinca reinvests 5% in SWI every time a new investor get a property and then decide to sell it 5% of the capital gain
will be used to buyback SW.
At that point, the SWI price increases in value.

Priority Investor Pass Membership

(for non-ICO participants)
In order to benefit from the best possible offer on the platform (high return potential), investors must subscribe to the
PIP membership.

Membership for professionals

Professionals pay to sell or rent their property, with Swinca acting as a as a broker.

Others

Rental activities, leisure services (vacations and resorts), other assets cleaning services, etc.
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TOKENOMICS
Benefits of SWI

Benefits of NCA

The SWI Token is internal and external to the Swinca platform.
It represents the performance of Swinca and the growth of
Swinca as a whole.
Investors can trade on the trading platforms and/or use
them on the Swinca platform. It is designed to grow in line
with Swinca and can also be allocated to properties.

The NCA Token is only internal to the Swinca platform and
represents specific shares in properties.
When the NCA Token is invested in properties on the
Swinca platform, it entitles investors to monthly rent and
capital gains, but is not subject to market supply and
demand, so its price is always fixed, indexed to the US
dollar.

- Property Financial Actions

-Property Financial Actions

- Allows access to Iocative Income

-Allows access to rental income

- Provides access to capital gains

-Allows access to capital gains

- Appreciation of intrinsic value

-Roles of exchange, transaction

- Compatible for trading

-Can be spent with the bank

- Access to Priority Investor Pass features
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TOKENOMICS 2/2
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The SWI Token will be issued on the Binance Smart Chain,
this choice is totally considered, the BSC could certainly be
qualified as a little « old school », we would understand your
point of view, nevertheless this is one, see the most used
chain, it also ensures our investors low costs/investment
costs for all amounts. In addition, most neophytes first go
through the Smart Chain Binance, which correlates perfectly
with Swinca’s goal : The democratization of decentralized
and tokenised real estate.

Post-ICO Procedure

Swinca will do its utmost to preserve the price of the token
at the listing and will work to avoid post-listing dumping, in
this sense Swinca by implementing actions will anticipate
and try to avoid this dumping, the actions that will be put
in place include : (not exaustive), Swinca will offer ICO
investors to block their tokens in advance in property,
investors will then benefit from preferential rates (we will
reduce our fees), this will help reduce volatility and contribute to the scarcity of tokens.
In addition, during the listing, preferential rates, however
Although mentioned above, we would like to remind you less advantageous, will also be proposed for blocking
that the tokens of the founders & associates are in linear ves- tokens.
ting for a period of 3 years, an unlockable % will be allocated
to them each month.
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NCA SPECIFICATIONS
The NCA Token represents the investment in the platform properties only.
The price of the NCA is fixed and is not correlated to the volatility of the crypto market.
Investors allocate NCA to the desired properties.
The NCA is a stable token. 1 NCA = $1*. It is designed for investors who want to invest exclusively in
real estate without volatility or uncertainty.
Investors can also invest directly in traditional currencies and other crypto currencies on properties.
But NCA allows for free trading, and can also be directly spent.
- Get a secure monthly passive income
- Invest in high value properties
- Access real estate worldwide
- Spend NCAs with the bank card for your daily needs
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THE ADVANTAGES OF SWI
The SWI Coin has the same properties as the NCA Token on the platform but can be traded on crypto
exchanges which means that its price will be volatile.
We have designed the SWI Coin while aiming at a natural increase of its price, based on the growth of
Swinca. Investing in SWI exposes investors to certain risks of loss as it is directly subject to the supply and
demand of the market.
But, the profit potential is also high.
We expect stabilize once the platform goes live, then its price can grow organically with the platform.
(more details in the SWI price analysis)

ADVANTAGES TO USE SWI + NCA
We are convinced that the best option for investing with Swinca is to use
both Cryptos.
Investing in SWI increases the risks but in a suitable way increases the opportunities for profit, investing in
properties using NCA reduces the risks and provides a monthly income.
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SWI AND NCA CRYPTO CIRCULATION
Investors have two choices, invest in properties directly available on the Swinca platform and receive an
income equivalent to their shares held through the NCA.
Or invest in the swinca company with the SWI Coin for speculation and long-term investment purposes. (They
will still be able to invest in assets as well).
Choice 1 Investing with NCA (Swinca stock performance) :
1- Investors send any crypto and/or traditional currencies to Swinca.
2- They receive NCA tokens in their online accounts, on their virtual wallets.
3- They browse the different properties rigorously selected by Swinca.
4- With the NCA tokens they allocate them freely in the desired properties.
5- They receive monthly rental income and annual capital gains income.
6- They can choose their favorite currencies SWI, NCA and/or other currencies.
7- They have the choice to reinvest, withdraw, exchange, transfer, spend at any time.
Choice 2 Invest in SWI (Swinca's general performance)
>> The SWI coin provides the same functions as the NCA plus token.
1) Ability to trade SWI on crypto trading platforms
2) Flexible pricing with strong growth potential for long term investment.
3) Gives access to the Priority Investor Pass (insurance, bonus, no fees).
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SWI PRICE ANALYSIS
What is the price of SWI based on ? What causes it to go up or down ? What are the mechanics behind ?
The SWI is designed to grow organically in line with Swinca.
The price of the SWI is based on the performance of the platform and not only on the speculative trading.
We believe that the SWI price will be primarily influenced by :
The amount raised during the ICO
The choice of trading platforms and their speculative activities
The performance of the properties offered on swinca.com
The growth of the number of investors interested in the properties on swinca.com
Growth and number of properties and their diversity
The execution capacity of the Swinca team
Speed of post-ico expansion
Reinvestment of tokens through rentals and capital gains
Number of members or Priority Investor Pass
Pools and Masternodes
Other elements (SWI expenses, professional clients, market, etc.)

Mechanics to increase the SWI price
The total number of SWI at the beginning is 400.000.000 SWI.
In order to increase its price naturally with the growth of Swinca, we have set up several
several systems to decrease the available quantity of SWI token.
The amount of SWI available decreases with the increase of the number:
Of investors investing in Swinca's assets
Investors investing in SWI on a long-term basis
Properties tokenized on swinca com
Members of the Priority Investor Pass (Requires blocking SWI)
Transactions in real estate shares made (Blocking)
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LAUNCHPAD SWINCA
When a new property is launched on our platform, a defined percentage of it will be distributed to SWI holders in the SWINCA LaunchPad.
Between the announcement of a new property on SWINCA and its
listing, you will be able to lock your SWI in the Launchpad to obtain a
reward equal to your participation.
The more participants in the Launchpad the lower the rewards, but this
will make the price of the SWI token to rise in parallel. In addition, it
allows you put your SWI at work between property sales.
This mechanism would allow us to distribute gifts to the community
while helping to create buying pressure on the token since the fewer
tokens there are in circulation, the higher the price will be.
The percentages distributed will vary between each property depending on its profitability and price.

UCA

(PARTNERSHIP)
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SWI BLOCKED BY INVESTOR PURCHASE
Date N- Investor Invests in the property
1. Navigates the platform and selects an investment.
2. He invests by allocating his tokens to specific properties.
3. He receives a monthly rent on his percentage of participation.
In parallel, Swinca
1. Buys an equivalent of 20% of the amount invested in SWI tokens.
2. SWI Tokens equivalent to 20% are purchased on the basis of the live price.
3. These SWI Tokens are taken off the market and locked in

SWI ($)

SWINCA

20%

BUY

SWI

100%
START
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SWI

SWI UNLOCKED THROUGH INVESTOR SALES

Date N + 1 Divest

He releases the shares to Swinca or directly to another investor.
He ceases to receive his monthly pension
It receives the equivalent in paid-up value + gains from its investment.
It may decide to receive in any currency/reinvest fully or partially.
In parallel, Swinca
Unlocking the SWI is equivalent to 20% locked on the day of the investment.
10% are sold on exchanges for Swinca expenses.
10% are sold on exchanges used as insurance for the priority investor pass.

SWI ($)

SWINCA

BUY

$
50% FIAT NCA

SWI

25% FIAT NCA
START

UCA

(PARTNERSHIP)
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SWI

25% FIAT NCA

SWI LOCK
For each new transaction (purchase / sale of real estate shares), the number of SWI available decreases.
When an investor buys shares of a new property on swinca.com property, Swinca also buys
SWI in parallel on the trading platforms (at market rate).
The SWI redemption is fixed at 5% of the of the transaction amount.
These SWIs are then linked to the investors' transaction and are blocked until the day they
are until the day they decide to sell their shares.
At that time, Swinca will release the SWI and divide its use into two parts :
Reserve and Insurance.
Reserve 50% (2,5%): The SWI are put in reserve and can be used by Swinca to promote activities and/or resell them as an additional source of income.
Insurance 50% (2,5%): SWI are sold at market rate, then placed in the insurance fund.
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OLIVIER MERIC DE BELLEFON
REAL ESTATE MANAGER

LUC METLAS
IT MANAGER

JABER BOUCHOUIT
MARKETING TEAM
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JÉRÔME LOPEZ

AYMANE LBAZE

CEO

MARKETING TEAM

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

MAXENCE DRU

PROJECT COORDINATOR

BÉRANGÈRE LESNE
LEGAL TEAM

ADDITIONAL INFORMATIONS
Type of investors and users.
Investors buying the SWI and ICO participants are generally motivated by high returns.
Investing in the SWI coin gives access to real estate investments but also represents an investment in the company, Swinca.
NCA investors are looking for more stable and secure returns based primarily on real estate returns by investing in specific properties and therefore less risky.
In addition to these two categories of investors, real estate agencies and developers, rental agencies and private individuals can also use our platform as a financing and communication tool for buying, selling and rentals
(short, medium and long term).

Legality and compliance.
The token allows to participate and contribute to the project as well as access to the financial service. When an
investor allocates cryptos to a property of his choice, he receives their respective share of the monthly rent and
potential capital gains.
He can also spend his cryptos as he wishes.
The tokens does not represent a title to property in the legal sense, the investors do not own a part of a property by having invested tokens because they do not have a notary to confirm their ownership.
The token represents a private agreement between Swinca and its investors, Swinca is the legal owner with
100% of the legal shares and assets.
The token also represents a means of payment in the services offered by Swinca Bank. Using tokens also
allows to reduce commission fees and access to premium usage features.
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TECHNOLOGY
There's loads of benefits of real estate tokenization on the blockchain.
The use of blockchain allows to manage all transactions in a secure and transparent
way.
This allows investors to invest in properties that they do not have access to.
Transactions are now instantaneous and free of charge.
Since Swinca's transactions are stored in the blockchain, buying, renting and receiving
dividends takes less than a minute !
When buying a part of a property, the shares are blocked by our platform and and
attached to the decentralized portfolio in the Blockchain.
When another person rents this property, our platform verifies the records in the
Blockchain,
calculates and distributes the rental income immediately according to our predefined
property management rules.
Investors can also market and trade a portion of any property on a peer-to-peer basis
any property peer-to-peer by managing its portfolio through the trusted third party.
And because the private key acts as a proof of ownership, our platform can
securely verify that the digital signature attached to each transaction corresponds to the
owner of the assets and authorizes the transaction accordingly.
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THE RISKS
It is in Swinca's interest to analyze and carefully select the best properties
before offering them for tokenization on the platform.
Despite the fact that SWI is designed to increase in value and decrease in quantity, we are not
able to promise that its price will be constantly growing.
Many parameters are not under Swinca's control, which may result in potential losses for Swinca investors.
Being in a very early stage of development, investors are exposed to several internal and external risks (market,
regulation, team, competition...)
In case Swinca is in a difficult financial situation, the properties have a guarantee role and will be sold. All the
investors holding shares in the properties are then assured at all times to recover the value of their real estate
investments.
In the event that there is no tenant, the rent is not paid, an incident occurs or simply the value of the property
suffers a loss, Swinca has set up an insurance fund to compensate for this type of risk.
Any investor holding the Priority Investor Pass benefits from the insurance fund to compensate for
any losses.
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ADDITIONALS INFORMATIONS
Swinca can provide you through its real estate investment fund, which is attached to it, with ownership shares (percentages of units) of real estate in
which investors would have placed their SWI.
Swinca is divided into two parts, the own
entity Swinca, and the parent entity and
the real estate investment fund SMART
WIN CAPITAL LTD based in London, in
England.
Further, the blockchain and its transactions being totally public, this one will
serve as proof.
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ROAD MAP
PARTNERSHIP
SEPTEMBER 2021

COMING SOON

SWINCA BANK
DURING 2022

WALLET MOBILE
DURING 2022

SWINCA REAL ESTATE
APRIL 2022
ICO
10 JANUARY 2022
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FAQ
01

Have you ever done an ICO in 2018?

Yes, that’s absolutely right, we want total transparency, I will explain to you what it is, in 2018, we had
indeed already elaborated the foundations of the project, we were at the time passed by a provider for
the ICO (Ico Box in this case), but we had to challenge ourselves, the project was too premature, dissent
broke out within the team, and the global pandemic was the last straw.
So the project had to pause, the funds were returned to all investors, since we went through a provider,
you can easily check this information.
Your question is legitimate and it required this clarification, as you have also seen, the company has
never changed its name, it has always remained identifiable.
More information on the link below :
https://medium.com/@swincacoin.en/swinca-what-happened-in-2018-228967db1e7b

02
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What is the minimum investment?
The minimum amount to invest in the ICO is $51, however, and for operational
matters, the minimum amount to invest in real estate will be $100 (equivalent in
token).

FAQ
03

What happens if the ICO does not come to the end
of the 9 rounds, if it does not collect enough money?
We did not make this system of rounds in order to fill them all (we would obviously prefer that this
utopia is realized), the goal is really to collect a maximum of funds while rewarding our first supporters, those who believed in us from the beginning, the objective is also to create a healthy
system, this process will be completed by launchpads that will be carried out on exchange platforms.
Also, if we don’t have enough capital to buy property, then we will work with our real estate
partners only in terms of intermediaries.

04

I did not understand, Swinca has a bank?
Do you have PSAN/AMF status?
Swinca is affiliated with a bank, a separate entity nevertheless under the management of Swinca, we go through a bank software with an Estonian banking license.
We do not currently have the PSAN/AMF status, our head office does not impose
this certification on us, however work could be done in this direction later.
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FAQ
05

What will be the annuities?
The rents will vary between 8 and 12%, all the necessary information will be on the
real estate platform.

06

I find it strange, no KYC* for the ICO,
is it normal?
This is quite normal, however a KYC will be required in order to invest in real
estate later.
(* ID Verification)
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PARTNERS
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